Implementing Apportionment

by Bernard Chao

On August 15, 2019, Time Warner filed a petition with the United States Supreme Court seeking to vacate a $139.8 million damages verdict. That amount represents approximately 5% of Time Warner’s monthly subscriber revenue ($1.37 per subscriber per month). Time Warner argues that this award is too much given the contribution the patented feature made to its infringing service. At its core, the damages portion of the petition is asking the Supreme Court to provide guidance that will ensure that damages verdicts rely on apportionment principles and provide clarity in how they achieve this.

For years, the Federal Circuit has required apportionment in calculating royalties for complex products because modern technology products (e.g. smart phones and semiconductors) have countless features, most of them unrelated to any given patent at issue. The patentee is entitled to capture value added by the infringing feature, but cannot recover value attributable to everything else.

As with many issues in patent law, this is easier said than done. How do courts ensure that a patentee’s expert opinion on the ultimate damages figure is based on apportionment principles? How do we know if the jury verdict reflects those same principles?

These issues are at the heart of Time Warner’s petition. To be clear, the underlying decisions all affirm the idea of apportionment. Indeed, the Federal Circuit pointed out that there was a jury instruction on apportionment and then concluded that the verdict properly took into account apportionment principles. But is it really that simple? How can we be sure that a jury is following the apportionment instruction when there are a mind boggling fifteen Georgia Pacific factors to consider?

Up until now, the Federal Circuit’s guidance on apportionment has been a bit of patchwork.
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Some decisions have explained what patentees cannot do. They cannot rely on the so-called 25% “rule of thumb.” They generally cannot calculate a royalty based on a larger product, when there is a smaller saleable unit. But sophisticated patentees and their experts know these rules and undoubtedly say that they are apportioning damages and avoiding the prohibited approaches. The Federal Circuit has also suggested what evidence might work by encouraging the use of comparable licenses. But sometimes that kind of evidence does not exist.

Given this context, how should a court determine if an expert report or jury verdict took into account apportionment principles? Should they just take a look at the amount? If the royalty rate appears to be a disproportionately high percentage of the product’s revenue, the courts could imply that there was no apportionment and reject it. This appears to be what the Federal Circuit has done in some cases with extremely high damages awards.

In very simple terms, we can think of the Federal Circuit’s jurisprudence as:

1. Tell the jury that it should apportion damages (within the fifteen Georgia Pacific factors);
2. Don’t use any of the forbidden approaches; and
3. If the verdict is disproportionately large, consider vacating the award.

Thus, the Federal Circuit has said what approaches violate apportionment principles, but they have not identified any kind of concrete analysis that apportionment requires. Certainly, introducing the term “apportionment” like a magical incantation cannot be sufficient.

That brings us to Time Warner’s petition. In support of its damages demand, Sprint relied on a prior verdict from its lawsuit against Vonage as evidence of a reasonable royalty rate. That lawsuit involved many of the same patents and resulted in a 5% royalty rate - the same rate that the jury used to calculate the award against Time Warner. Because that verdict was rendered prior to Uniloc, Sprint was able to rely on
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the 25% rule of thumb in the earlier case. Of course, Sprint’s attorneys said their expert did not use the 25% rule of thumb in calculating damages in the current case against Time Warner. However, they conceded that their expert relied on the Vonage verdict. This seems a little too cute. Even if the Vonage jury did not award a 25% royalty, the testimony on the 25% rule of thumb likely framed the earlier jury’s thinking. And if the 5% Vonage verdict was tainted by the 25% rule of thumb, surely the 5% verdict against Time Warner suffers from the same taint.

Now there are all sorts of other problems with relying on a prior jury verdict to establish what another jury should decide, but that is beside the point. The real issue is how do we know when a decision was based on apportionment principles? As far as the Federal Circuit is concerned, the answer appears to be when: (i) the expert testified that he considered apportionment principles, and (ii) the jury received an instruction on apportionment.

The law should not be satisfied with that answer. It only gives lip service to the concept of apportionment. But that still leaves the harder question unanswered. What should patentees be required to do? While no one appears to have a good answer yet, there are some ideas that warrant further exploration.

Time Warner raises one possibility. Its brief points out that Sprint never tried “to quantify the value of other technologies comprising Petitioners’ VoIP service and separate those out.” Perhaps patentees should be required to show the value of other non-patented technologies as well. That kind of analysis would separate the value of patented features from the value of the features unrelated to the patent at issue. Roderick O’Dorisio and I recently conducted an experiment along these lines. The article describing the result, Saliency, Anchors and Frames: A Multicomponent Damages Experiment, looks at how jurors might decide damages if they were to assess the value of multiple features simultaneously. But we did not ask the plaintiff to offer valuations for all these features. This approach suffers from some practical problems. For example, most modern products have too many features to realistically value. Maybe, the patentee should only have to analyze a subset of the most important non-patented features. But how many features should be selected and how should we select those features?

In some complex technology cases (e.g. Apple v. Samsung), patentees have already relied on a variation of this approach called conjoint analysis. For years market
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researchers have used conjoint analysis to help determine how to price a product with a given set of features. The technique uses a survey that asks the participants to choose among a series of hypothetical prices and features. Statistical analysis can then isolate the value of specific features of interest. Again, problems arise when there are too many features. A survey can only present a limited number of features to the participants. Researchers can manipulate which features they chose to affect the results. A few years ago, I tried to study how conjoint analysis was being used (and possibly misused) in patent cases. Unfortunately, many of the reports and related motions were filed under seal, making it impossible to assess how well conjoint analysis was working.

But even if conjoint analysis can isolate the value of a patented feature, the cost might be too high for many patent disputes. So far, I have only seen conjoint analysis used in high stakes patent cases suggesting that the cost is high. Thus, there is still a need to explore lesser priced alternatives.

There are other possible ways to apportion damages. Commentators have discussed using a “top down” approach to calculate patent royalties for standards essential patents (“SEPs”). Under this approach, the aggregate royalty for a standard is calculated first, then that total is divided among the individual SEP holders. The top down approach seeks to apportion the value each SEP contributes to the standard. While one would think that this approach might require a large proceeding with many patent holders present, the approach has been used in disputes with one patent holder. A similar approach might also work for apportioning royalties for complex multicomponent products outside the standards context. To my knowledge, only two domestic courts have used the “top down” approach, and only then in the standards context. Thus, it would require a significant change in jurisprudence to move reasonable royalty calculations away from the Georgia Pacific factors and in this direction.

Finally, still other approaches would change how juries make damages decisions. The law could limit customer suits in order to promote litigation with the original infringing manufacturer. Because the customer’s product would no longer be at issue, Love and Yoon’s proposal would effectively prevent juries from taking value
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added by the manufacturer's customers and attributing it to the patent. While this solution will not work for many types of patent cases, it can certainly help apportion damages in some of them. Others suggest simplifying damages jury instructions. The general idea is relatively uncontroversial. Different proposals propose different instructions with slightly different emphases. But it is unclear if any of these instructions will effectively ensure that juries will rely on apportionment principles.

As you can see, I do not claim to have the answers, but I do have some suggestions on the way forward. First, courts should not let parties seal the majority of their damages reports. Observing how damages are calculated in these cases will help companies improve their damages analysis in the future. Transparency will also allow judges to see analyses from other cases, not just from those cases on their dockets. This will allow them to learn more about these sophisticated techniques and spot when they are being misused. Further, academics can assess whether these theories are grounded in sound legal and economic theory.

Second, researchers need to study different ways to assess the value of a given multicomponent feature. For years, the legal system has been focused on valuing the infringing feature in a vacuum. Perhaps context is necessary. Experts may be able to provide that context by using different techniques like conjoint analysis. Alternatively, courts can insist that the parties introduce evidence about the value of other features. That might be through some kind of top down approach. Courts might even ask juries to make decisions about the value of those non-patented features. Perhaps, a combination of these approaches makes the most sense. Moreover, as we study these proposals, we should keep in mind that jurors are subject to various cognitive biases like anchoring. Any proposals that change how the law calculates damages should also consider if juries will respond to these changes in the ways we expect.

To be clear, I am not arguing that we have the answers now. But I am arguing that these potential solutions are either worth studying, or even trying, in an effort to implement a system that will truly apportion patent damages. Time Warner’s petition for certiorari presents an interesting problem for the Supreme Court. There are good reasons to believe that the verdict below did not rely on apportionment principles. Perhaps, it is time for the Court to tell everyone to take apportionment more seriously. This may force new developments in apportionment. At the same time, the Supreme Court may be unwilling to simply say “do better” without giving more specific guidance.
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